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0

DATE: 7-30-18

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

18-70771

Domestic
Disturbance

Maple Street

18-70214

Stolen vehicleRecovered

Royal Palms @
Rickenbacker

18-70654

Disturbance DV
– Physical

Rodger Pl

18-70791

Crash w/
Injuries

Royal Palms @
Rickenbacker

18-70689

Narcotics

Belle Terre PwyBraddock

18-70656

Burglary Vehicle

Kentucky Ave

S1 and V1 were traveling south on John Anderson Highway. While in the vehicle,
they had a verbal argument over child custody issues. During the argument, S1 hit
V1 on the left side of her head with his fist. The victim had a small red mark on the
left side of her head. S1 was placed under arrest for DV battery.
O1, was involved in a crash with another vehicle. The vehicle D1 was operating
came back stolen and D1 was transported to FHF for non life threatening injuries.
After making contact with the original RP on the stolen vehicle in this case, it was
determined the vehicle was a marital asset between O1 and the registered owner
of the vehicle, and therefore a Civil matter. Vehicle removed from FCIC/NCIC.
O1 and O2 were involved in a verbal disturbance over relationship issues. O1
stated that O2 held a piece of glass to her wrist and threatened to harm herself.
O2 stated he took the glass from O2 and held her down until she calmed. O1
advised O2 bit him in the process. O2 stated that she did not threaten to harm
herself and O1 held her down because of the argument. Neither party wished to
provide a statement or cooperate with LE. O1 gathered his belongings and left the
residence. Unable to determine primary aggressor, parties separated.
D1, was involved in a crash with another vehicle. The vehicle D1 was operating
came back stolen and D1 was transported to FHF for non-life threatening injuries.
After making contact with the original RP on the stolen vehicle (FCSO Case #1870214) it was determined the vehicle was a marital asset between D1 and the
registered owner of the vehicle.
Deputies located S1 at the above address, who fit the description of the suspicious
person. S1 originally gave a false name, but deputies contacted a family member
who gave his actual name. S1 had an active warrant for VOP poss of Meth. Upon
being searched for that arrest 4 baggies with bath salts were located along with
paraphernalia. He was charged with both of those along with giving false
information.
Victim stated an unknown person smashed out all of the windows to his vehicle
sometime between 6pm and 6am and rummaged through the glove box. The
victim reported that nothing was missing.

